
What is SculpTOUR?
As part of the Annual Juried Show, the Anderson Arts 
Center partnered with the City of Anderson to bring new 
art to downtown. Chosen sculptures are on display for 
one year to encourage visitors to tour  and discover works 
of art that make Downtown Anderson a destination for 
all. Now on our fourth year, we’re excited to reveal the 
2019 SculpTOUR collection.

 

The Sculptures
Discover the sculptures of Downtown 
and the artists' stories behind them?

Accumulation 
ANDREW CATTERTON 
Anderson Arts Center Courtyard

Andrew Catterton considers sculpting 
hollow-form, steel structures one of his 
passions. Accumulation is a product of  

his experimenting with different methods, using smaller forms 
of steel plates and spheres to balance on top of one another.

The Yellow Jacket 
KATHY MOORE'S ART CLASS:  
Jose Adame-Rodriguez, Kira Brabazon, 
Michael McCollum, Breanna Medford, Justine 
Hill, Paige Miller, Anna Erskine, and Madyson 
Strong in collaboration with Bob Doster.

Medicus Sculpture Courtyard

The sculpture was created by students in Kathy Moore’s art 
class at TL Hanna High School. The students designed the 
sculpture and worked with Bob Doster, a renowned artist of 
Backstreet Studio in Lancaster, SC. The project was funded by 
the SC Department of Education Distinguished Art Program 
grant, written by Dot Vaughn.
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2018 Legacy Piece 
SOUTHWOOD ACADEMY OF THE ARTS 
8TH GRADE ART 1 CLASS  
in collaboration with Joshua Powell  
and Bob Doster

Medicus Sculpture Courtyard

The sculpture was created by students in 
Joshua Powell’s art class at Southwood Academy of the Arts. 
Made from welded steel and 24 stainless steel panels, the 
illuminating colors and abstract shapes brighten even the 
darkest of days! 

Ancestral Tribute 
ALDO MUZZARELLI

Corner of N Main Street and W Orr Street

This steel sculpture demonstrates that art 
has the function to reveal hidden political  
or social truths, it is a means to improving 

quality of life. Artist Aldo Muzzarelli considers Ancestral Tribute  
to be a tribute to the human being, to his roots, and to the 
original and diverse cultures that coexist in our country.

Hot Rod 
MATT AMANTE

Corner of N Main Street and W Earle Street

Inspired by old cars and hot rod culture, Hot 
Rod employs long curves in the design and a 
matte black paint job with a gloss red stripe. 

The abstract form depicts what Matt Amante loves about old vehicles. 

Large Watcher 
MATT AMANTE

109 N Main Street

This striking blue tower gets its title from 
the eye-like nature of its upper three forms. 
Artist Matt Amante felt a sense of being 

watched while he was working on it and the sculpture took on 
an animated feel. 

Semi Circle Balance Study #11 
MATT AMANTE

Corner of Whitner Street  
and Murray Avenue

This is the 11th sculpture in a series  
that focuses on arch forms to illustrate  

a balance of circles and semi-circles. The sculpture’s absence  
of color and texture casts light on its unique form.
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Linear Pair 
MATT AMANTE

Carolina Wren Park

These works started from the thought, 
“How does one make large sculpture that  
is unobtrusive to an environment?”  The 

solution was to work in a very linear fashion, essentially 
drawing in space, limiting color and letting it blend with rust, 
and thinking about shadows instead of solid physical forms.  
Standing these two forms next to one another allows them  
to be shown differently in different locations and to see the 
shadows interact with one another. 

Trouble Clef 
KATIE TILLMAN

129 E Whitner Street

Katie Tillman’s goal when creating any 
medium of art is to create something that 
can stand the test of time. She believes  

that when an artist creates, or when art is shown, these are  
all moments that are unique and can never be duplicated. 

Creepy Crawley 
ADAM WALLS

Carolina Wren Park

Part of a series that concerns artist Adam 
Walls’ escapist thoughts, Creepy Crawley 
illustrates a childlike imagination. The 

sculpture offers viewers a space inside the sculpture to sit  
and enjoy a moment of escapist fantasy.

Ball and Red Staircase 
ADAM WALLS

Corner of N Main Street and E Earle 
Street

Depicting a staircase with an impossibly 
high first step and a mirrored sphere at 

the top, this sculpture encapsulates the difficulty of taking  
on a challenge. The first step may seem impossible, but the 
viewer can envision themselves meeting the task.
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More to Explore...
While you’re on the SculpTOUR, be sure to keep  

an eye out for other public art!

Textile Point Park 
SCOTT FOSTER 
W Earle and W Orr Street

Representing the textile industry’s enor-
mous impact on the Anderson community, this structure is 
a celebration of times past, the present and times to come.

The Wren Project
Carolina Wrens: A Bird’s Eye View of  
Downtown Anderson is a special installation  
of bronze wren sculptures throughout 

downtown. These sculptures were brought downtown by TBA 
100 and were created artist Zan Wells. Take a stroll down 
Main Street for a unique bird watching experience.

Control Cabinets
In downtown Anderson, nine gray metal 
control cabinets have been transformed. 
Scott Foster’s watercolor images from  

the book Little Wren Lost and the Teakettle Call, written by 
Beth Batson, have turned these cabinets into art. The 
project, produced and coordinated by the City of Ander-
son, was funded by an Elevate Upstate Community 
Vibrancy Grant through Ten at the Top.
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Hyperbolic Wave 
BOB DOSTER

310 S Main Street

Part of a wind and wave series, Hyperbolic 
Wave is reminiscent of the shifting waves 
and eddies that Bob Doster has witnessed 

while walking on the beach. 

Wanna Play 
KATIE TILLMAN

Corner of Main Street and Market Street

Upon visiting many progressive cities, Katie 
Tillman noticed a common trend, public 
art.  Katie’s piece brings a unified message 

that art is fun, it brings people together, and does not discrimi-
nate.  Young, old, black, brown, rich, poor . . . none of this 
matters if you Wanna Play. This sculpture is made from 
repurposed objects all found right here in Anderson, SC.

October Leaves 
BOB DOSTER

Corner of E Benson Street 
and S Main Street

This work of art brings lively animation  
to this corner of downtown. The sculpture 

depicts huge, steel leaves that delicately swirl into the air.  
Doster explains, “This sculpture is from my leaf series.  I use 
the same shaped leaf, vary the size and the roll to try and 
capture movement of leaves being blown about on a fall day”.

Meristem 
MARK TAYLOR FRAISER

Corner of E Whitner Street 
and N Main Street

Originally displayed on campus of Lander 
University, this sculpture was intended  

to illustrate a powerful message from the artist. The visual 
elements from the design originated from observations of 
students locked into their phones, negating personal interac-
tion that one would expect on such a path through a college 
campus. The composition itself is a suggestion to “unplug” 
from the social media buffet and use the power of personal, 
face-to-face and verbal interaction.
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